An extensive search of the English-language literature identified 62 epidemiologic studies that examined the relation between moderate alcohol consumption and risk of stroke. Moderate drinking (<60 g ethanol/day) and ischemic stroke have a complex association that might be explained by interaction with race; a J-shaped association has been found in predominantly white populations, while little (if any) association has been found among Japanese. By contrast, moderate drinking increases risk of both intracerebral and subarachnoid hemorrhage in diverse populations. There is insufficient epidemiologic evidence to conclude whether recent alcohol use affects risk of either ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke. These distinctive associations help explain contradictory reports on the relation between moderate alcohol consumption and risk of "stroke."
S
troke is an important cause of disability and mortality in industrialized nations. Approximately 500,000 Americans will have a stroke this year, 1 and the increasing proportion of elderly persons suggests that stroke will continue to be an important health problem. Medical and surgical therapies for stroke have changed greatly over the past decade, yet their impact on prognosis remains limited. As a result, identification of modifiable risk factors has become a major focus of stroke research.
More than 250 years ago, Sedgwick 2 wrote that alcohol use might have deleterious effects on cerebrovascular circulation. Carpenter 3 noted in the 1850s that frequent intoxication increased risk of cerebral hemorrhage and speculated that "moderate" drinking might have a similar influence. The alcohol-stroke hypothesis was not supported by other 19th century physicians, 4 -5 however, and was largely ignored until 1954, when the increased stroke risk of excessive drinkers was again described. 6 More recent studies have found that chronic alcoholism and heavy drinking (>60 g ethanol/day) are associated with increased risk of all types of stroke. 7 - 10 The role of lesser amounts of alcohol, however, remains unclear. Since two thirds of Americans report alcohol use 11 and since social drinking is a potentially modifiable behavior, the relation between "moderate" alcohol consumption and stroke is a subject of considerable importance. This review highlights methodologic issues in alcoholstroke epidemiology and then summarizes and evaluates the available epidemiologic evidence.
Methodologic Issues
The association between moderate alcohol consumption and stroke is a topic for observational epidemiologic investigation since experimental studies with random assignment of human subjects are not possible. The strengths and weaknesses of observational studies are well known, 12 but the methodologic problems of alcohol use and stroke epidemiology may be less apparent. Familiarity with these issues should help the reader understand "inconsistencies" in the alcohol-stroke literature.
Alcohol
Alcohol drinking, like most behaviors, is a complex and varying phenomenon that has proven difficult to measure. 13 At the crudest level, drinking habits are expressed as a binary variable (e.g., drinker vs. nondrinker), an approach used by more than half of the studies reviewed here. Other reports classified participants using a total consumption variable (e.g., drinks per day) based on estimates of customary drinking frequency and amount of alcohol consumed on a typical occasion. Although the latter approach is clearly superior, it does not quantify variability in drinking frequency or amount consumed; binge drinkers may be classified with controlled, regular drinkers on the basis of their common average daily alcohol intake. Because the health effects of moderate drinking may depend on drinking pattern, 1612 Stroke Vol 20, No 12, December 1989 binge drinkers and regular drinkers may obscure real associations.
Almost all available studies on alcohol consumption and stroke have used nondrinkers as the baseline with which to assess relative risk (RR) at different levels of alcohol intake. Nondrinking status was usually left undefined, but probably included abstainers and ex-drinkers, groups that are known to differ in many ways, including prevalence of ill health. 16 ' 17 Conclusions drawn from studies that failed to differentiate between abstainers and exdrinkers should be regarded with caution. For example, if alcohol consumption has a positive association with stroke and if alcohol effects are long-term, inclusion of ex-drinkers in the referent group would tend to underestimate RR at all levels of alcohol consumption. Furthermore, failure to differentiate between abstainers and ex-drinkers might produce a spurious J-shaped association suggesting a "protective" effect at lower levels of consumption (where presumably stroke risk would be least affected). To facilitate comparison of studies, the preceding terms (i.e., nondrinker, abstainer, ex-drinker) will be applied to the referent group of each study under review.
The greatest problem facing alcohol research is the lack of a reference standard with which to validate self-reported drinking. 18 The reliability of self-reported alcohol consumption is good, 19 but this is of little consolation if the collected data are not valid. Collateral reports by significant others do not necessarily provide better information, 18 and biochemical markers, while useful in the diagnosis of alcoholism and recent drinking, cannot be used to estimate absolute alcohol intake at an individual level. 20 At a societal level independent criteria are available to validate sample survey estimates, and the findings are disturbing: consumption estimates based on self-reported data consistently account for only 40-60% of alcohol purchases. 18 Most alcohol researchers attribute this "coverage problem" to response error (i.e., forgotten or deliberately concealed drinking) and reluctantly conclude that survey research will have to live with it until new measurement techniques are found.
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The tacit assumption of most investigators is that response error affects all respondents similarly, yet there is almost no empirical evidence to test this assumption. 13 If all respondents underestimate their alcohol consumption proportionally, RR estimates for any given level of alcohol use would be "mislabeled" but would have rank-order validity; the hypothesized association between alcohol intake and stroke would be found, but safe levels of drinking could not be established since true drinking habits were not known. Alternatively, if response error is not proportional, RR could be underestimated, overestimated, or completely spurious. The ultimate effects of response error are unknown, but this issue clearly represents an important potential limitation for all epidemiologic research on alcohol consumption and health.
A less problematic situation is the lack of uniformity in expressing usual alcohol intake. To facilitate comparison, reported levels will be converted to standard drinks per day, where the average drink is assumed to contain 12 g, 15 ml, or 0.5 oz alcohol (i.e., ethanol); 12 g is the approximate content of 12 oz of beer, 4 oz of wine, or 1.5 oz of liquor. Where alcohol intake is already expressed in "drinks," the authors' assumptions (if available) will be used to derive standardized values.
Stroke
Epidemiologic investigation of stroke is complicated by several methodologic issues, particularly problems in stroke identification. 21 To begin with, most epidemiologic studies have considered "stroke" as a single pathologic entity, a practice that is undoubtedly due to imprecision in the clinical diagnosis of various stroke types. 22 Although some risk factors (e.g., age, hypertension) are common to all stroke types, there is growing appreciation that other factors may have distinctive associations. 23 Thus, if a risk factor is strongly associated with one type of stroke and weakly (or inversely) related to another, failure to differentiate among stroke types would tend to obscure real associations. To address such a possibility, this review will classify outcome as total stroke (i.e., all stroke types combined), ischemic stroke (IS), or hemorrhagic stroke (HS); hemorrhagic events will be subdivided into intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) or subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) whenever possible.
Another identification problem arises from the "silent" or clinically undetected event. The magnitude of underdetection is unclear, but it is probably large. For example, a recent report from the Honolulu Heart Study 24 found that only 27% of men with autopsy-proven brain infarcts had clinical evidence of stroke. Imprecise ascertainment of stroke incidence and mortality will tend to weaken statistical associations with true risk factors. The introduction of diagnostic tools such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging now allow for relatively accurate antemortem identification of both old and recent events, as well as stroke type. 25 Unfortunately, most cohort studies of alcohol consumption and stroke began long before such radiologic techniques became widely available.
Potential Confounders
There are many well-documented risk factors for stroke. 23 -26 Because alcohol use tends to be associated with many of these factors, the alcohol-stroke association is particularly susceptible to confounding. Potential confounders of primary importance include age, sex, race, diabetes mellitus, and smoking; studies of recent alcohol use and stroke should pay particular attention to use of recreational drugs, Camargo Moderate Alcohol Consumption and Stroke 1613 such as amphetamines and cocaine. Control strategies initially should not include stroke risk factors that might serve as potential mediators of a causal association between alcohol intake and stroke. These mediating factors may include blood pressure, cardiac disease, atherosclerosis, lipoproteins, hematocrit, and hemostasis parameters. If, for example, alcohol use increases stroke risk through alcoholinduced hypertension alone, then adequate control for blood pressure would produce a nonsignificant association between alcohol consumption and stroke; alcohol drinking would not be the direct cause of stroke, but it would have clearly played some role. In terms of clinical practice and public health policy, the "confounded" association would be of greater interest than the adjusted association; the former suggests a method of directly reducing increased risk-namely, reducing alcohol consumption to undo detrimental, alcohol-related changes. Control for potential mediators should be reserved for final analyses that assess to what extent measured variables explain the association between alcohol intake and stroke.
Methods
Potential references were identified through a search of the English-language literature using MEDLINE (1966 ( -March 1989 and through examining bibliographies of identified references; the literature search was supplemented by extensive manual searching of articles, textbooks, symposia, and monographs on alcohol use or stroke epidemiology. A potential reference was excluded from critical review when it was a case report, did not present original data, or focused exclusively on chronic alcoholism, cirrhosis, or heavy drinking; moderate drinking (<60 g ethanol/day) was defined in broad terms intentionally to allow for well-known cultural differences in what constitutes "normal" drinking behavior. More than 250 potential references were reviewed, and all 62 references addressing moderate alcohol consumption and stroke risk were included in this analysis. The association between moderate alcohol consumption and stroke was examined in terms of two alcohol measures: moderate drinking, to assess the association between "chronic" drinking habits and stroke, and recent alcohol use, to assess the more "acute" effects of alcohol ingestion.
Moderate Drinking and Stroke
The association between moderate drinking and stroke has been examined in ecologic, crosssectional, case-control, and cohort studies. With the methodologic caveats in mind, this evidence will now be reviewed. Conceptually, moderate drinking may have different associations with IS and HS and may be subject to effect modification by population-specific factors. These distinctive associations will, of course, determine the relation between moderate drinking and total stroke. Two conceptual models emerge from the numerous studies that follow and may prove helpful in sorting through apparent inconsistencies in the alcoholstroke literature (Figure 1 ).
Covariation Studies
The covariation of alcohol consumption and total stroke has been examined in two ecologic studies 27 -28 and one cross-sectional report. 29 St. Leger et al 27 reported no linear association between per capita alcohol consumption and total stroke mortality in 18 predominantly European countries. By contrast, Ueshima et al 28 - 30 found a fairly strong positive association using comparable data from 46 Japanese prefectures. The Japanese finding was independent of salt intake and several socioeconomic factors (i.e., per capita income, number of tatamis, unemployment, public aid, and divorce rate) but was not adjusted for potential regional differences in diabetes or smoking. In the final study, Williams et al 29 reported a U-shaped association between alcohol intake and lifetime stroke prevalence in a crosssectional analysis of National Health Interview Survey (United States) data. Moderate drinkers (0.4-1.9 drinks/day) had an RR of 0.2-0.3 compared with nondrinkers (<12 drinks in any year or no drink in past year), but analyses were not adjusted for concomitant differences in age, socioeconomic status, and current health practices.
Summary. Covariation studies provide contradictory evidence on the relation between alcohol consumption and total stroke, with no linear associa-
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a. tion (Europe), a U-shaped association (United States), and a positive association (Japan) described; stroke type analyses were not reported. Interpretations are limited by the many potential biases of covariation research. 12 Nonetheless, ecologic studies are particularly useful in alcohol use epidemiology because aggregate data (e.g., alcohol sales) offer independent information on alcohol use.
Case-Control Studies
Several case-control studies have examined the relation between moderate drinking and stroke 31 -46 ( Table 1) . Peacock et al 31 found that Alabama drinkers (alcohol use >once per month) had a modestly elevated odds ratio (OR) for total stroke compared with nondrinkers, but the finding was not adjusted for potential confounders. In Missouri, Taylor and colleagues 32 -34 also found an elevated OR for total stroke (excluding SAH) in drinkers (alcohol use >once per month) compared with nondrinkers. To address potential bias in the selection of the inpatient controls-namely, differences in the acuteness or emergency nature of the underlying disease-the authors repeated their analyses in a relatively small subset (n=23 pairs) and found no significant results. 33 Moderate drinking and stroke were not associated in other case-control studies. 35 - 38 Oleckno compared young stroke patients from northern Illinois with both inpatient 35 and community 36 controls and in both analyses found comparable risk of total stroke in drinkers (>1 drink/wk) and nondrinkers. Similar findings were reported from Canada 37 and The Netherlands 38 ; the latter study is notable since it was the first case-control report to examine risk at different levels of alcohol intake.
More recently, Von Arbin et al 39 compared Swedish "stroke" patients with matched inpatient controls; 11% of the cases were diagnosed with transient ischemic attacks and 24% had a history of previous stroke. Controls were admitted for acute surgical disorders (35% trauma, 41% gastrointestinal diseases), and 4% had a history of previous stroke. Cases were more likely to report nondrinking, less likely to report light drinking (<0.4 drinks/ day), and yet had a higher average daily alcohol intake than controls (1.6 vs. 1.0 drinks; p<0.05). This J-shaped association should be regarded with caution, however, because of probable selection biases and internal inconsistency of the reported data (i.e., percentages do not sum to 100%).
Much stronger evidence for a J-shaped association comes from England, where Gill et al 40 -42 compared the drinking habits of stroke patients (80% IS) with those of two control groups. In the first report, cases were compared with matched inpatient controls. 40 ' 41 Controls were admitted for routine surgical procedures and were excluded for history of previous stroke, conditions related to excessive alcohol use (e.g., trauma, peptic ulcer disease), or diseases that alter liver function (e.g., 1618 Stroke Vol 20, No 12, December 1989 cancer, infection); although similar exclusionary criteria were not applied to the cases, restricting analysis to first-time stroke patients did not affect the results and only one case would have been excluded had the criteria been applied. 47 Multivariate analysis revealed a J-shaped association among men (/?<0.01) but not among women. To address potential bias in the selection of controls, a second analysis was conducted in which cases were compared with community controls from an occupational screening survey. 42 Multivariate analysis again revealed a J-shaped association among men (p<0.05) but not among women; the reduced RR of female light drinkers, however, almost reached statistical significance. Biochemical markers (e.g., liver enzymes) were used to validate group levels of alcohol consumption in both studies and supported the self-report associations.
Since IS accounts for 70-85% of total strokes, 21 one might assume that the J-shaped association resulted from a similar relation with IS. In the only case-control study that could have addressed this hypothesis, Gorelick et al 43 compared predominantly black IS patients with matched outpatient controls from a general medicine clinic (diagnoses not reported). In fact, drinking was found to have a modest positive association with IS at all levels of alcohol intake. The apparent association was rendered "inconsistent" and statistically insignificant, however, by controlling for concomitant differences in smoking. The authors concluded that moderate drinking was not independently associated with IS in middle-aged and elderly blacks.
Three case-control reports 44 -46 were "nested" studies that assessed alcohol exposure then followed subjects for the occurrence of fatal and (clinically recognized) nonfatal strokes. Stemmermann et al 44 reported such an analysis using autopsy data from the Honolulu Heart Study. Cases with autopsy-confirmed HS tended to have drunk more on a daily basis than controls showing no cerebrovascular disease at autopsy and than all living members of the original cohort; the average daily alcohol intake of IS cases and controls did not differ. Adjustment for several HS risk factors (smoking, uric acid concentration, blood pressure, serum cholesterol concentration, protein intake) rendered the alcohol-HS association nonsignificant, however, and the authors suggested that the alcohol findings may have been confounded by smoking. Nonsignificant associations between alcohol intake and HS were also reported in nested analyses from the Framingham Study 45 and the Walnut Creek Contraceptive Drug Study 46 ; the latter reported an OR for SAH of 2.5 (90% confidence interval [CI] 0.6-10.0) in young female drinkers (not defined) compared with nondrinkers.
Summary. Case-control studies suggest that drinkers as a group have an equal (or modestly elevated) risk of total stroke compared with nondrinkers. Two of three European studies found evidence for a J-shaped association between level of alcohol intake and total stroke (80-89% IS), with reduced risk for those reporting <1 drink/day 39 -41 .
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; the association was independent of seven potential confounders in the British reports. 41 - 42 The dissenting study found no significant association between moderate drinking and total stroke. 38 All three case-control studies that specifically addressed IS risk found no association with alcohol u s e 37, 43, 44 A nonlinear association cannot be ruled out in two of the studies, 37 -44 but such an association was clearly absent in a predominantly black population. 43 The three nested studies on alcohol consumption and HS were based on fewer cases than the retrospective reports and gave ambiguous results: a positive association was found in Hawaii, 44 but was apparently due to confounding, whereas two other studies 45 -46 found no significant association between alcohol consumption and SAH.
Although they have many attractions, including the use of modern diagnostic techniques, retrospective studies of stroke may also have greater susceptibility to bias than prospective research. 12 The selection of appropriate controls is an especially difficult issue but was carefully considered by several investigators. 39 or controls 3944 with a history of previous stroke-Could nonfatal stroke provoke changes in drinking habits? The effect of these potential biases is not known.
Other important biases might arise from the use of nondrinkers (rather than abstainers) as the referent group and from the reliance of most studies on a single, self-reported measure of alcohol consumption. By contrast, Gill et al 41 - 42 used biochemical markers to "verify" self-reported drinking status and found evidence for a J-shaped association in men using both types of alcohol intake data. The statistically insignificant self-report findings in women were attributed to their smaller number and lower level of drinking (70% nondrinkers, 26% light drinkers), yet biochemical markers actually differed between female stroke cases and controls.
Cohort Studies
Many prospective cohort studies have examined the relation between moderate drinking and stroke 31 -48 -80 (Table 2 ). Cullen et al 48 found similar stroke mortality rates among Australian drinkers and nondrinkers. A recent Danish study 49 reported comparable findings; although the raw data suggested that daily drinkers were at modestly increased "stroke" risk compared with nondaily drinkers, the groups were at equal risk after controlling for smoking.
Semenciw et al 50 found that higher levels of alcohol consumption were associated with increased total stroke mortality in a nationwide Canadian survey. Multivariate analysis revealed a RR of 3.2 among participants drinking >3 drinks/day compared with those drinking less. When the data were divided at 1 drink/day and adjusted for age, an elevated risk of stroke mortality was found in women drinking >1 drink/day (RR=3.4, 95% CI=1.1-10.3) compared with lighter drinkers, but a similar analysis in men revealed no significant difference. Among men, those consuming >3 drinks/ day experienced increased risk (RR=2.7, 95% CI=0.9-7.7) compared with those consuming <1 drink/day.
In Alabama, Peacock et al 31 also found that drinkers (alcohol use >once per month) were at modestly elevated risk of total stroke compared with nondrinkers; stroke type analyses showed that drinkers had a greater RR for ICH than for IS. Age-sex-race comparisons suggested that the association between alcohol status and stroke was strongest in participants aged 50-59 years, where drinkers had an increased incidence of both IS (RR=2.7, /?<0.05) and ICH (RR=6.0,p<0.05); the RR for total stroke in white male drinkers aged 50-59 years was 10.6 (p<0.05). Adjustment for other potential confounders (e.g., diabetes, smoking), however, was not reported.
Over the years, the Framingham Study has been a source of contradictory reports on alcohol consumption and stroke. 51 - 56 The relation of moderate drinking to incidence of total stroke and IS has been described as nonsignificant in some reports 51 ' 52 -54 and as positive in others. 53 - 55 The most recent analyses were reported in abstract form by Wolf et al. 56 Among men, moderate drinkers (<2 drinks/ day) were found to have a significantly lower ageadjusted risk of total stroke than either nondrinkers or heavier drinkers; the U-shaped association remained significant after adjustment for other risk factors (not defined). Among women, the results were not statistically significant but were consistent with a U-shaped association on both univariate and multivariate analyses. The magnitude of the risk reduction and the association between alcohol intake and specific stroke types were not reported.
By contrast, moderate drinking and stroke were not associated in three California cohorts. 57 - 60 The Rancho Bernardo study 57 reported no linear association, whereas studies of Kaiser-Permanente enrollees 58 ' 59 and Laguna Hills retirees 60 did not support either a linear or a nonlinear association. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear, but it might be due to the methodologic problems discussed earlier in this review (e.g., misclassification bias) and the greater power of the Framingham analysis.
Although two other studies also reported no linear association between moderate drinking and stroke, reanalysis of their published data was consistent with a U-shaped association. Inspection of the mortality data from Perth, Australia, 61 suggested reduced risk for men consuming <2.9 drinks/ day compared with nondrinkers, and marginally significant differences were found on formal testing (Fisher's exact test, /?<0.08). Gordon and Doyle 62 noted the rarity of total stroke mortality (n=33) in the Albany Study but did not report statistical analysis of these data. Inspection suggested reduced risk for men consuming <2 drinks/day compared with nondrinkers (including men drinking <once per month), and significant differences were found on formal testing (* 2 =9.6,/?<0.01).
Kozarevic et al 63 -64 published two complementary papers from the Yugoslavia Cardiovascular Disease Study, a male cohort in which all participants reported alcohol use. In the initial report, 63 a positive association between drinking frequency and total stroke mortality was reported (/?<0.05). Although the association was not significant on multivariate analysis (adjusting for age, smoking, systolic blood pressure, and serum cholesterol concentration), repeat analysis without systolic blood pressure again showed statistically significant results.
To address potential problems arising from the use of drinking frequency rather than actual alcohol intake, a second analysis 64 was conducted on the same mortality data using an alcohol coding system that added information on excessive drinking. In contrast to earlier findings, the improved alcohol score was not linearly associated with total stroke mortality after adjustment for age, smoking, and hematocrit; the results of a nonlinear analysis were not reported. Inspection suggested a U-shaped association, however, with reduced risk for men classified as recode 4 (i.e., at least 1 beverage consumed once a week; none consumed daily) compared with those classified as recode 0 (i.e., all beverages consumed <once a month); significant differences were found on formal testing (^2==13-16, p<0.01).
Possibly the strongest evidence on moderate drinking and stroke comes from the Nurses' Health Study, 65 a prospective investigation of American female nurses living in 11 large states. Moderate drinking had a U-shaped association with total stroke incidence, with reduced risk for women consuming 0.1-1.2 drinks/day. The U-shaped association was due to an inverse association between alcohol and IS (until 2.1 drinks/day) and to a positive association between alcohol intake and SAH. These associations persisted after adjustment for 14 variables (including hypertension and serum cholesterol concentration); attenuation of the SAH association was primarily due to adjustment for smoking. Findings were similar when only stroke deaths or only nonfatal strokes were considered. Exclusion of ex-drinkers from the nondrinking group "had only a small effect, and tended to strengthen the association between alcohol and stroke; relative risks were slightly higher for subarachnoid hemorrhage and a little lower for ischemic stroke." All of the remaining prospective studies on moderate drinking and stroke were conducted in populations of Japanese origin. In 1971, Katsuki 66 reported that alcohol use and stroke were "definitely related" in the Hisayama Study and that "the correlation was especially high with cerebral hemorrhage" (data not presented). More recent reports have found no independent relation between alcohol use and IS 67 or ICH 68 after adjusting for six to nine variables (including systolic blood pressure); simpler analyses excluding potential mediators of an alcohol-stroke association were not reported. The 18-year incidence data were analyzed by Omae and Ueda, 69 who found a J-shaped association between moderate drinking and IS and a positive association between moderate drinking and HS; the former association did not achieve statistical significance. Multivariate analysis adjusting for eight variables (including mean blood pressure, abnormal electrocardiogram [ECG], funduscopic findings, and serum cholesterol concentration) found no "independent" association between alcohol intake and IS and a positive (but nonsignificant) association with HS.
Kono et al 70 - 71 examined the mortality experience of a cohort of Japanese male physicians. Nondrinkers (little or no drinking over past 20 years) had lower rates of total stroke mortality than both ex-drinkers and heavier drinkers; nondrinkers and drinkers of <3.6 drinks/day were at similar risk of total stroke. The elevated stroke risk of ex-drinkers was found to be due to elevated rates of "other stroke" mortality (rather than HS), whereas the modestly increased stroke risk of heavier drinkers was due to elevated mortality rates from both "other stroke" and HS. Logistic regression analysis (excluding ex-drinkers) showed a positive association between alcohol intake and total stroke mortality (p<0.01) and weaker associations with "other stroke" (p=0.08) and HS (p<0.05).
The results of three community studies 72 -74 are, for the most part, consistent with the Japanese studies cited above. Tanaka et al 72 found an increased incidence of ICH among Taisho residents drinking > 1.9 drinks/day compared with those drinking less, but no difference in IS risk. Multivariate analysis adjusting for 10 variables (including mean blood pressure, abnormal ECG, funduscopic findings, and serum cholesterol concentration) found a linear association between level of alcohol intake and risk of ICH (/?<0.05) but no linear association for IS. Okada et al, 73 however, found no significant association between level of alcohol intake and risk of either IS or ICH in residents of Akabane and Asahi. In the third community study, Tanaka et al 74 found similar rates of IS among Shibata men drinking >0.86 g ethanol/kg/day and those drinking less; this cut point equals approximately 4 drinks/day for a 56-kg man.
The Honolulu Heart Study has been a source of many reports on moderate drinking and stroke. 75 -80 In 1980, Kagan et al 75 reported a positive association between alcohol intake and HS incidence, a finding that remained significant (/?<0.01) after adjustment for five variables including systolic blood pressure; by contrast, moderate drinking was unrelated to IS risk. Subsequent analyses of both mortality 77 - 78 and incidence 79 data have supported these observations. In the most recent report, Donahue et al 80 found that drinkers of >2.7 drinks/day had modestly elevated risk of total stroke compared with nondrinkers (including men drinking <once per month). The elevated risk was entirely due to a positive association between alcohol intake and HS (especially SAH) that was significant at all levels of consumption; alcohol intake was again unrelated to IS. Based on a repeat examination 6 years into the follow-up, the authors found that men who reduced their alcohol intake experienced a decreased risk of HS (/?<0.05) compared with other cohort members (data not provided).
Summary. Cohort studies suggest that drinkers as a group have an equal (or modestly elevated) risk of total stroke compared with nondrinkers. Five of nine studies reported evidence for a U-shaped association between level of alcohol intake and total stroke, with reduced risk for men reporting <2 drinks/day and for women reporting <1 drink/day ; the association was independent of several potential confounders in the Framingham Study 56 and of 14 risk factors in the Nurses' Health Study. 65 The four dissenting studies found either no association between level of alcohol intake and total stroke, 59 -60 or modestly increased risk for those reporting >3 drinks/ day.
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- 80 Of the four studies that specifically addressed IS, only one found an independent, U-shaped association 65 ; the three dissenting studies found no significant association. By contrast, six of seven studies on HS found evidence for a positive dose-response association with alcohol intake 31 ; these associations were independent of 14 potential confounders in the Nurses' Health Study 65 and of nine risk factors in the Honolulu Heart Study. 80 Among Japanese physicians, alcohol consumption was found to have a relatively short-term association with HS risk, whereas heavier drinkers' increased risk of nonhemorrhagic stroke appeared long-term. 71 Findings from the Honolulu Heart Study also suggested that the contribution of alcohol intake to HS was relatively short-term since men who reduced their level of alcohol consumption over 6 years were found to have reduced risk of HS compared with other cohort members. 80 Thus, there is persuasive epidemiologic evidence that moderate drinking is associated with increased HS risk in diverse populations.
The inconsistency of the IS (and total stroke) findings is puzzling and suggests that moderate drinking may not be causally related to IS; rival explanations for the U-shaped association include confounding, chance, and bias. Confounding seems unlikely given adjustment for multiple stroke risk factors, including potential mediators of a "protective" effect (e.g., reduced blood pressure among light drinkers). Chance is an unlikely explanation given the use of inferential statistics and the inclusion of all available epidemiologic studies from a variety of sources. Bias is a more likely explanation, but it is unclear why bias would affect some studies 56 - 65 but not others, 80 especially when these studies reported quite similar findings on HS risk. 65 -80 Furthermore, the U-shaped association persisted after exclusion of ex-drinkers and of participants who left any alcohol consumption question unanswered. 65 In both the Nurses' Health Study and the Honolulu Heart Study, self-reported level of alcohol intake proved reliable 65 - 77 and was significantly correlated with biochemical markers of alcohol use. 65 -78 An alternative explanation is that the association between moderate drinking and IS is subject to effect modification by untested variables; one such variable might be race. All studies that reported U-shaped associations were conducted in predominantly white populations, 65 whereas all studies not finding a significant association with IS were conducted in populations of Japanese origin. 69 ' 73 ' 80 There is a growing body of evidence that whites tend to have more extracranial cerebrovascular atherosclerosis than Japanese or blacks, 81 and that Japanese have more intracranial small-artery atherosclerosis than whites. 82 Since risk factors for cerebrovascular atherosclerosis appear to differ according to vessel location and size, 24 -81 - 83 it is tempting to speculate that moderate drinking may have a more "protective" effect on the proximal segments of the cerebrovascular tree. In fact, moderate alcohol intake was recently shown to have a weak inverse association with atherosclerosis in large, but not small, cerebral arteries. 24 Furthermore, if the U-shaped association is mediated by moderate drinkers' reduced incidence of coronary heart disease (CHD), 65 > 84 > 85 a major risk factor for IS, moderate drinking should have a greater impact on IS incidence in populations in which CHD risk is high (as among whites) than in populations in which CHD risk is relatively low (as among Japanese).
54 Figure 1 summarizes the epidemiologic evidence to date, and suggests that the alcohol-stroke association of whites may resemble model A, whereas the association among Japanese (and possibly blacks) may approach model B; this hypothesis will need to be tested in future studies. For the moment, however, it seems safe to conclude that consumption of <2 drinks/day is not associated with increased IS risk.
Recent Alcohol Use and Stroke
Several case-control studies have examined the association between recent alcohol use and stroke 32 -34 -86 -92 (Table 3) . Although the focus of this review is on moderate drinking habits, the definition of "recent alcohol use" has been extended to "recent intoxication" since people who ordinarily drink small amounts may on occasion become inebriated; in fact, almost one third of American drinkers acknowledge that they "sometimes drink more than they should." 11 Unfortunately, most studies provide insufficient information to separate occasional intoxication (in otherwise moderate drinkers) from intoxication characteristic of more pathologic drinking. ; Syrjanen et al 91 reached similar conclusions in a Finnish study using a comparable study design. Although cases and population "controls" often differed in other behaviors (e.g., smoking), adjustment for potential confounders was not reported.
Taylor and colleagues 32 -34 collected data in Missouri in an attempt to confirm the Finnish reports. Alcohol use <24 hours before the onset of symptoms was associated with increased risk of total stroke (excluding SAH); the majority of cases reporting recent alcohol use consumed at least 6 drinks. To address potential bias in the selection of inpatient controls-namely, differences in the acuteness or emergency nature of the underlying disease-the authors repeated their analyses in a relatively small subset (n=23 pairs) and found no significant results. 33 In a later report, 34 young stroke patients (age <50 years) were compared with young hospitalized controls and older stroke patients (age >50 years). Cases were more likely than young controls (but not older stroke patients) to report alcohol intake <24 hours before admission (unmatched, small sample OR=5). The authors, however, did not report adjusting for differences in the acuteness of the underlying disease nor controlling for other potential confounders.
Gorelick et al 92 collected data in Chicago to compare predominantly black IS patients with matched outpatient controls. Alcohol use <24 hours before stroke was associated with modestly increased risk of IS (unmatched OR=1.6); the average 24-hour alcohol intake of these IS patients was 8 drinks. When subjects were stratified by level of recent alcohol intake, a positive association with IS was found (p<0.05). The apparent association was completely lost, however, after controlling for concomitant differences in smoking.
The results of two case series 94 -95 are relevant to the above case-control findings. In England, HiltonJones and Warlow 94 studied the causes of stroke (excluding SAH) in 75 patients <45 years old and found that "in no case was an alcoholic binge recorded." From the United States, Moorthy et al 95 compared the drinking histories of 832 patients enrolled in the NINCDS Stroke Data Bank. Consumption of >2 drinks <24 hours before stroke was reported by 18% of ICH patients but by only 5% of IS patients (/><0.001). Other parameters (e.g., age, race, medications, socioeconomic status, hypertension, and 30-day survival) were no different in those who did and those who did not consume alcohol. The lack of control data precludes inferences on whether recent alcohol use is associated with increased stroke risk; nevertheless, the data "do not support the notion that level of acute alcohol intake is associated preferentially with ischemic infarction."
Summary. The results of these epidemiologic studies provide meager evidence that recent alcohol use affects risk of stroke. The most dramatic and widely cited findings have come from Finland, where recent intoxication has been linked to increased risk of both IS and SAH, and "relative risks" as high as 15 have been reported. 88 Although these case-control studies may suffer from some of the biases described earlier in this review, interpretation is further limited by the authors' use of population prevalence data as "controls." The population data were neither collected in a manner similar to that of the cases nor collected during the same period; documented changes in Finnish drinking habits over the past 20 years 96 suggest that these issues should be taken more seriously. Furthermore, there is scanty evidence for the independence of the reported associations in both the Finnish and Missouri studies. For example, no report has addressed confounding by recreational drug use, an "acute" stroke risk factor of particular importance among young adults. 97 The study by Gorelick et al 92 provides persuasive evidence that confounding may account for the reported association between recent alcohol use and IS, at least in middle-aged and elderly blacks. Regarding alcohol ascertainment, no study used laboratory measures of recent alcohol use 20 to validate self-reported drinking. Although rates of alcohol metabolism vary between individuals, blood alcohol concentrations would provide strong evidence of recent alcohol use; furthermore, if measured within hours of alcohol ingestion, blood alcohol levels could be used to correlate extent of intoxication with stroke occurrence. A more theoretical point on alcohol use assessment arises from the failure of most studies to control for usual level of intake. If "chronic" alcohol consumption has a positive association with stroke, then one can imagine that stroke patients would be more likely to be heavier drinkers and that heavier drinkers would be more likely to report recent alcohol use. Thus, a higher frequency of recent alcohol use among stroke patients compared with controls would not necessarily indicate that alcohol had an "acute" effect. Consideration of these issues in future investigations would help clarify the association between recent alcohol use and risk of stroke.
Epidemiologic Criteria for Causality Taken together, these observational studies support an association between moderate alcohol consumption and risk of stroke. Association does not necessarily mean causality, of course. Rival expla-nations include chance, bias, effect-cause, and confounding, all of which have been addressed earlier in this review. Nonetheless, bias and confounding remain plausible explanations for the reported association between recent alcohol use and stroke. The evidence is much stronger, however, that "chronic" moderate drinking affects stroke risk. Formal criteria can be used to assess the likelihood of causality. 12 Strength. Compared with nondrinkers, individuals taking <2 drinks/day have a RR of IS (and total stroke) on the order of 0.3-0.5 in some populations, but of 1.0 in others; the RR of IS is 1-2 for individuals reporting >3 drinks/day. By contrast, the RR of HS among drinkers is on the order of 2-4, with increased risk found at all levels of alcohol consumption in some studies. These RRs are of magnitudes comparable to those of other more established behavioral risk factors for stroke, 23 -26 and are independent of many potential confounders (including potential mediators of a causal association). Unidentified confounding is an unlikely explanation for these associations since the unknown factor(s) would have to exert opposite effects on stroke risk and would have to be associated with alcohol use in men and women from diverse populations (e.g., England, Canada, Alabama, Massachusetts, Hawaii, Japan). Particularly in the case of HS, it seems unlikely that such a factor could have consistently eluded identification. Consistency. As mentioned earlier, the association between alcohol and IS is uncertain. Inconsistent findings may be due to inaccuracies in determining alcohol consumption and stroke or due to effect modification by race (or other related factors); whatever the reason, this is a weakness in the current evidence. The association between alcohol intake and HS, however, has been found by several different investigators in different populations, places, and times. Although the literature is not unanimous, the degree of agreement is surprising given the difficulties of assessing alcohol consumption and stroke type.
Dose-response. Assessing dose-response for IS is complicated by evidence that the relation is J-shaped, rather than linear; the only study that could have addressed dose-response found a negative association with increasing alcohol consumption up to 1.2 drinks/day. 65 By contrast, several studies have found that moderate drinking has a positive dose-response association with HS.
Reversibility. Reversibility was suggested by the results of Kono et al, 71 who found that although drinkers were at increased HS risk, ex-drinkers were at a risk equal to that of those who reported little or no drinking in the preceding 20 years. In the one study that directly addressed this issue, lower rates of HS were found among men who reduced their level of alcohol intake than among men who did not. 80 Comparable data for the hemorrhagic stroke subtypes or IS are not yet available.
Biologic plausibility. Recent clinical studies have suggested numerous mechanisms by which alcohol consumption might affect stroke risk. Unfortunately, much of this work is based on samples of alcoholics or heavy drinkers; generalizing to moderate drinkers from these data is risky since higher levels of alcohol intake can have strikingly different effects on physiological parameters. Nonetheless, there is ample evidence for mechanisms by which lesser amounts of alcohol or occasional intoxication might influence stroke risk. The most likely mechanisms involve alcohol-related changes in 1) blood pressure, 15 80 
Conclusions
Despite numerous methodologic problems that would tend to obscure real associations, the epidemiologic evidence suggests that moderate alcohol consumption affects stroke risk. Moderate drinking and IS have a complex association that might be explained by interaction with race; a J-shaped association has been found in predominantly white populations, whereas little (if any) association has been found among Japanese. By contrast, moderate drinking increases risk of both ICH and SAH in diverse populations. There is insufficient epidemiologic evidence to conclude whether recent alcohol use affects risk of either IS or HS. These distinctive associations help explain contradictory reports on the relation between moderate alcohol consumption and risk of "stroke."
The role of moderate alcohol consumption on the risk of specific stroke types should provoke interest since millions of Americans report alcohol use and since there are relatively few discretionary risk factors for stroke. Clarification of the acute versus chronic effects of alcohol use and the role of potential effect modifiers such as age and race are obvious topics for future investigation. Many more issues, however, including some of the most basic ones, have yet to be addressed. For example, what is the long-term effect of binge drinking compared with controlled regular alcohol use? What is the effect of changes in alcohol consumption before and after a stroke? Are there beverage-specific effects? If there are, do beverage congeners and not ethanol per se account for observed associations? What is the role of other drinking variables, such as use at meals, drinking partners, reasons for drinking, etc.? Consideration of these questions and of the methodologic issues discussed throughout this review will lead to improved understanding of the association between moderate alcohol consumption and 1624 Stroke Vol 20, No 12, December 1989 stroke and should provide insight into the pathophysiology of cerebrovascular disease.
